Byzantine Iconography Tutorials Project
Curriculum
This Byzantine Iconography Video Tutorials project was started
on Patreon in September 2017 with the aim of making tutorials
available to those who are unable to attend or to afford iconography workshops. If anyone is serious about learning iconography
they have to set the right foundation which is learning to draw
(not trace) and to understand how the Byzantine system of painting uses line, rhythm and colour to enable to icon to fulfill its
purpose, that is, to bring the person depicted into the same time
and space with the viewer and bring them into communion. So
these tutorials begin with freehand drawing and will progress to
painting with the proplasmos and underpainting techniques.
This is a rough outline of the curriculum which will be adapted
as I determine what students needs are. Without the support of
my Patrons this project is impossible as making the tutorials requires a great deal of time and resources. So if you want to learn
iconography or simply support this project, sign up on Patreon
either as a Student or a Supporter. Find out more about the
course and the various reward tiers at
http://www.patreon.com/ikonographics

(Completed tutorials are in bold)

Drawing the Face
1) Introduction to Line, Rhythm and Drawing the Face
2) Drawing the Face in Dynamic Frontal Pose with Curved
Axes
3) Drawing Ascetic Faces and Beards
4) Drawing the Face in ¾ Pose Part 1 (Reverential Pose)
5) Drawing the Face in ¾ Pose Part 2 (Upward Facing
Pose)
6) Drawing a child’s face
Drawing a half figure
1) Drawing hands (Part 1)
2) Drawing Hands (Part 2)
3) Drawing the Half-figure in Frontal Pose
4) Drawing the half figure in ¾ pose
5)
Drawing a full figure
Part 1
1) The Basic Structure of the Full figure
2) Drawing Feet
3) Drawing a full figure Christ (Apostles & Prophets)
4) Drawing Women Saints
5) Drawing Monastic Saints

Part 2
6) Drawing Hierarchs
7) Drawing Priests
8) Drawing Deacons
9) Drawing Royal Saints
10) Drawing Unmercenary Saints (Drawing two figures
together - Sts Cosmas and Damian)
Part 3
11) Drawing St John the Forerunner
12) Drawing Military Saints
13) Drawing Angels
14) Drawing 3/4 Figures
15) Drawing a seated figure (3/4 Pose)
16) Drawing a seated figure (Enthroned)
F) Drawing the Theotokos with Christ
G) Drawing Landscape and Buildings
1) Drawing Mountains and landscape (water, trees etc)
2) Drawing buildings.

A) Introduction to Painting (Proplasmos Technique)
1) Materials, making egg tempera and the basics of
tetrachome

2) Painting the Face
3) Painting Hands
4) Painting Feet
5) Painting garments
(this will probably be covered in more than one video to
show how the colours work together in tetrachrome)
B) Painting a Half Figure Icon (Patron-only poll to decide which
icon)
6) Drawing the sketch
7) Painting the Garments
8) Painting the Face
9) Painting the Hands
C) Painting with the Underpainting Technique
1) Introduction to the underpainting technique (painting garments)
D) Painting a Half Figure icon with the underpainting technique
E) Painting half figure Apostle (patron-only poll)
F) Painting a half figure woman saint (patron-only poll)
G) Painting a half-Figure monastic saint (patron-only poll)
H) Painting a half figure hierarch (patron-only poll)
I) Painting a half figure military saint (patron-only poll)
J) Painting a half figure angel (patron-only poll)
K) Painting a full figure saint (patron-only poll)
L) Painting the Theotokos with Christ

A) Composing an icon (we will compose an icon with a seated or
full length figure)
1) Introduction to composing and drawing the composition
Painting the icon…
B) Composing an icon (Possibly the Annunciation)
1) Composing and drawing the icon
2) Painting the icon
We will continue to paint a variety of different icons…

A) Oil gilding

